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Hello all!

Hello everyone! This is Sarah, and I’m so excited to 
finally get to come to America to see everyone! It’s been 
nice to hear about you from Aaron, and I really enjoyed 
talking on the phone through the Internet with some of 
you and the emails with Megan. 

I hope you enjoy this magazine that Aaron has made for 
us to introduce ourselves and my family. In here you will 
be able to read my Christian testimony and a brief intro-
duction to my family. We also included a story describing 
our relationship and Aaron wrote many things to let you 
know about his life in Korea.

I hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed 
making it! I can’t wait to see you all soon!•

must be incredible. For as long as I can 
remember, I’ve also wanted to experi-
ence that kind of life of adventure. 

I never had any plan to become a 
missionary like them, I just longed to 
travel and wanted to live in Asia. In 
university I took every opportunity 
I could to immerse myself in Asian 
culture and I began preparing myself 
to come to Asia. However, initially 
I expected to be in China or Japan. 
Korea was never part of my plans, 
but God had different plans for me.

Within this magazine, I hope you’ll 
enjoy reading the stories of what God 
has been doing in my life since leaving 
America. There are many stories, not 
all directly related, but I feel that as a 
whole, they give a very clear picture 
of my life in Korea. 

I hope to make this magazine an 
annual production since there are 
many stories here in Korea that you 
wouldn’t otherwise know. I hope you 
enjoy reading!•

Letters from the 
Contributors

Years ago, when I first came to 
Korea, I really had no idea I’d 
be staying so long. Now, three 

years in, I’m more content with life 
than I’d ever have imagined. 

I have to admit I’d always planned 
to spend at least three years abroad. 
I’d even committed myself to it at an 
InterVarsity student missions confer-
ence in Urbana in 2003. I’ve had a 
deep interest in Asia since I was about 
12 years old. Around that same time, 
I also became enthralled with stories 
of living in another country. Our 
church supported missionaries  in 
Italy, Columbia, and Mozambique 
and when they returned to our church 
from abroad, I was always fascinated 
to hear their stories. 

What kind of life must they have? I 
wondered. To fly airplanes into African 
countries with medical supplies, or to 
be surrounded by violent guerrillas, or 
even to live a similar Western-style life 
in a vastly different European setting 
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Obviously, the general lifestyle 
and atmosphere in Korea must have 
something to do with these statis-
tics (the low birth rate can be attrib-
uted at least partially to the fact that 
many parents choose to have only 
one child in order to pump as much 
time, money, and energy into them as 
possible to ensure “Ivy League” place-
ment once they hit college). But after 
a while, doesn’t Korea have to feel 
the effects of these statistics? Yet the 
country as a whole shows no signs of 
slowing down, only livening up their 

“rush-rush” pace.
The Korean economy exploded 

over the last 50 years since the Korean 
War ended and is now the 15th larg-
est in the world. It is also becoming 
a testbed for all kinds of electron-
ics. The “rush-rush” mindset can be 
clearly seen if one merely walks out 
onto the street every few weeks. The 
entire landscape of Korea changes 
constantly and quickly. Shops open 
and close regularly and new apart-
ment complexes and “beautifying” 
projects are constantly underway. In 
the 3 years since I arrived in Jeonju, 
I have witnessed one (probably 5 
square km) part of the city change 
from a vast country-side into a net-
work of roads, apartments, and stores 
as the city center shifts toward that 
new location.

A Statement on the Suicide 
of Former Korean President 
Roh Moo-Hyun

May 25, 2009 - Aaron

What a sad statement for Korea and all Koreans on May 
23, 2009 as former President Roh committed suicide 
in the early morning hours. It’s not only regretful to 

see your former (well-loved) President commit suicide in the 
midst of a bribery/corruption/investigation/scandal, but also to 
realize that your country has the highest rate of suicide among 
all the OECD countries and suicide now kills nearly as many 
people as cancer. Add that to the fact that Korea is ranked 6th 
in the world for most dangerous countries to drive in (traffic 
accidents here are as regular as rain), and the birth rate is the 
lowest in the world and we’re looking at a nation facing crisis 
(but undoubtedly in denial).
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“BBali-BBali-Rush-Rush”

In business and hagwon, the “bali-bali-rush-rush” attitude 
can be seen in last minute announcements and meetings, 
general disorganization, Korean employees working long 
hours (my girlfriend worked five 10-12 hour days all week 
last week), receipt of new schedules only one or two days 
before the new schedule should take effect, and discover-
ing holidays and vacation time (when academies close) 
at the last minute when it is too late to really plan and 
buy a plane ticket. Parents send their kids to hagwons for 
quick results -> not good results, or far-reaching results.

Most kids at my hagwon have to memorize up to 50 
new words every two days and are then quizzed on them. 
Failing the quiz means detention until midnight, but more 
than that, failing to memorize the 50 new words each 
time also means the students are behind by 100 words 
by week’s end. Parents expect to see quick improvements 
in test scores and many times, they get just that. But the 
students only memorize words for the tests and often can’t 
remember much beyond that. If a student is stuck in the 
same class for more than just a few months, everyone 
thinks something is wrong with him, even though it is 
completely natural for a student to just need a little extra 
time to get things right.

Sometimes I really hurt for these kids. Reuters says:

“In South Korea, teenagers need to attend regular 
school and another separate one for 10 to 12 hours a 

day or even longer, to prepare for university entrance 
exams that will determine if they can enter a top school 
leading to an elite career path.

Even this is not enough for some parents, who then 
send their children to a hagwon, where they file out 
near midnight to rub elbows with drunken businessmen 
flowing out of bars.

Last year, about three out of four South Korean 
students received some form of private education after 
school hours.

High education costs have helped push South Korea 
to one of the lowest fertility rates in the developed world, 
the experts say.”

I can’t help but wonder if some of the stress of the general 
education system in Korea adds to it’s high suicide rate as 
well, which is now the top cause of youth death for the 
fifth year in a row. The stress on these kids is overwhelming. 
Many of my own students only sleep between 4-6 hours 
per night what with school during the day, hagwon at 
night, and homework into the late night hours.

Unfortunately, in their desire to “get ahead,” many 
people may actually be doing exactly the opposite. There 
are many studies that connect sleep-deprivation (especially 
among youth who need more sleep than adults) with 
learning difficulties, stress, irritability, depression, and even 
some psychiatric disorders. Some of the worst accidents 
in history were also the result of sleep deprivation. (Hmm, 
is there a possible connection between sleep deprivation 
and the high rate of traffic accidents in Korea?)

Endless Circle

The circle is endless. In order to achieve, parents send kids 
to hagwons that force them to stay up late memorizing 
words. But the sleep that the students miss in many cases 
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may actually cause them to perform slightly worse in 
school than if they’d had adequate sleep. Then, because 
the students don’t advance in their studies as quickly as 
their peers, they are signed up for more and longer acad-
emies which causes more sleep deprivation, more stress, 
and more difficulties.

In the Korea Times, Deauwand Myers writes:

“As societies economically better themselves, other, less 
tangible problems take the place of poverty. Sociologi-

cal studies done on racial minority groups in America 
show that upwardly mobile people, under the psychologi-
cal strain to financially succeed, are often confronted 
with the darker parts of the human condition that 
inevitably reveal themselves to all of us. Mental depres-
sion, substance abuse, and yes, suicide rates, increase 
as these people pursue and achieve ever-higher levels of 
wealth.The reasons for suicide are complex, and I don’t 
want to argue that economic prosperity (or the pursuit 
thereof ) is the only reason for the increased suicide rate. 
However, we can see that, in the 80s, Korean suicide 
rates were amongst the lowest in the world. Now, close 
to being part of the top ten economies on earth, Korea 
is number one for all the wrong reasons. The relation-
ship between mental stress and pursuing wealth is not 
tangential.

Money, status, and power should not be the center of 
our lives. Korean society should then seek some balance 
between pursuing a better life (financially) and pursing 
a better life “holistically.”

I wholeheartedly agree. In their pursuit of wealth, status, 
and reputation, many Koreans have lost sight of the 
things that ultimately make us successful: a healthy body, 
a healthy mind, and a healthy spirit.

And, as can be seen through the suicide of former 
President Roh, money and status really mean little when 
faced with overwhelming stress. But in Korea, suicide has 

become an all-too-common way out. As Mark MacKin-
non points out:

“In almost any other country, it would be nearly 
unthinkable for a former head of state - just 15 months 

out of office - to take his own life. Suicide is a culturally 
acceptable way to escape failure or disgrace in South 
Korea, and for weeks Mr. Roh had made it clear that 
he was ‘overwhelmed by shame.’”

That’s sincerely too bad. Deauwand Myers writes:

“Where is the sorrow and outrage of so many humans 
giving into the most final of temptations: self-anni-

hilation? Why aren’t Koreans crying out for discussion 
and solutions to this dire epidemic?

Korea can have a successful economy and a society 
that’s more mentally and spiritually healthy. We need 
not trade one for the other, nor should we ignore the 
inner self to its detriment and ultimate destruction.

More precious than a thriving Korean economy are 
thriving Koreans. I sincerely hope we remember that.•

More precious than a thriving Korean economy are 
thriving Koreans. I sincerely hope we remember that.

8.93 births/ 
1,000

~CIA Factbook (2009)
~Wikipedia

26.1 suicides/ 
100,000

~WHO(2005)
~Wikipedia
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The Land of the  Morning Calm
Education

Education in 
Korea is regarded 
as being crucial to 
one’s success and 
competition and is 
consequently very 
heated and fierce. 

The Programme 
for International 
Student Assessment, 
coordinated by the 
OECD, currently 
ranks Korea’s science 
education as the 3rd 
best in the world, 
and ranks it 2nd on 
Maths and literature 
and 1st in problem 
solving. 

Although Korean 
students rank high 
on international 
comparative tests, 
the education 
system is criticized 
for its emphasis on 
passive learning and 
memorization. The 
Korean system is 
much more strict 
and structured 
than most western 
societies and Korean 
students rarely have 
free time to spend 
enjoying themselves 
as they are under 
a lot of pressure to 
perform and get 
into university.•

Korea - Wikipedia

South Korea, officially the Republic of 
Korea (ROK) is also known as the “Land 
of the Morning Calm”. Its capital is Seoul, 

the second largest metropolitan city in the world 
and a major global city. Korea lies in a temperate 
climate region with predominantly mountain-
ous terrain. Its territory covers a total area of 
100,032 square kilometers and has a population 
of almost 50 million, making it one of the most 
densely populated regions in the world.

South Korea is a presidential republic with 16 
administrative divisions. Korean history begins 
with the founding of Gojoseon in 2333 BCE 
by Dangun. Following the unification of Three 
Kingdoms of Korea under Silla 668 CE, Korea 
went through the Goryeo and Joseon Dynasty as 
one nation until the end of the Korean Empire 
in 1910. Korea was under Japanese rule as part 
of the imperialist expansion of Japan for 35 
years from August 22, 1910 to August 15, 1945. 
It had also been invaded twice before in the 
late  16th century by a newly unified Japan. 
After liberation and division, South Korea was 
established in 1948 as a democracy. Following 
the Korean War, the South Korean economy 
grew significantly, transforming the country 
into a major global economy. This is known as 
the “Miracle on the Han River” and the country 
became one of the Four Asian Tigers.

South Korea is a developed country and a 
full democracy. It is a High-income OECD 
member, having the fourth largest economy in 
Asia and the 15th largest in the world. South 
Korea is the world leader in innovation among 
major economies and a leader in technologically 
advanced goods such as electronics, automobiles, 
ships, machinery, petrochemicals and robot-
ics, headed by Samsung, LG and Hyundai-Kia. 
It is a member of the United Nations, WTO, 
OECD and G-20 major economies.• 

Jeonju - BBC

Jeonju is renowned throughout South Korea 
for food. It is the cuisine capital of the 
country. 

The quality comes not only from the skill 
of the cook, but also from the rich flood plain 
on which the city sits. Homegrown foods are 
referred to as the eight or 10 tastes as they con-
tain a host of natural minerals.

The city’s most famous delicacy is bibimap - 
a Jeonju rice and vegetable pot. It includes 30 
different ingredients, including bean sprouts, 
green pea jelly, glutinous rice and red pepper 

paste. Other favourites are 
kongnamulgukbap, a rec-
ognised hangover cure of 
rice and bean sprout soup 
which can also be eaten with 

pickled shrimps, and a traditional Korean meal 
known as hanjeongsik. The clean water that is 
so advantageous for the city’s cooks, is also of 
benefit to local paper makers.

Jeonju is famous for producing paper, most 
notably hanji or mulberry paper, and it also 
has a museum devoted to the subject. Hanji, 
from the Josean era, was so valued that it was 
exported in large quantities to China.

With paper comes the pen, and the city is 
also home to the only professional calligraphy 
museum in Korea. The Gangam Calligraphy 
Hall was first established from the estate of 
Sung Yong Song, who died in 1999.  But paper 
is not just used as a means for communication.

The Jeonju Fan has long been a special prod-
uct of the region. In bygone eras fans were used 
by all Koreans in all weathers - blocking both 
the sun, or the cold winds.

With such a rich tradition of culture, the 
birthplace of the Yi Dynasty also has plenty to 
keep the visitor occupied.•

     Korea | Population: 48,379,392 | Area: 38,622 sq.mi | Density: 1,274/sq.mi | Capital: Seoul | Population: 10,421,782 | Density: 44,597/sq.mi | Metro: 24,472,063 | Jeonju | Population: 645,312 | Density: 8101.5/sq.mi | Foreigners: >2,000 | Signature Food: Jeonju Bi-Bim_-Bap
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The Land of the  Morning Calm
The Church

Surveys have 
shown that South 
Korean Christians 
are very active in 
their religion, quite 
often exceeding 
their American 
counterparts 
in frequency of 
attendance at group 
worship services. 

Seoul contains 
eleven of the world’s 
twelve largest Chris-
tian congregations. 

South Korea 
also provides the 
world’s second 
largest number 
of Christian mis-
sionaries, surpassed 
only by the United 
States. South 
Korean missionar-
ies are particularly 
prevalent in 10/40 
Window nations 
that are hostile to 
Westerners. 

In 2000, there 
were 10,646 Protes-
tant South Korean 
missionaries in 156 
countries, along 
with an undisclosed 
number of Catholic 
missionaries. •

Antioch Church - Aaron

Antioch International 
Christian Fellowship 
(AICF) is a ministry 

of Jeonju Antioch Church. 
Jeonju Antioch Church is a 
Presbyterian church which 
is committed to equipping 
and sending missionaries 
to spread the gospel. There are currently over 
5,000 members attending the church with seven 
regular services on Sundays, two on Wednesdays, 
daily dawn prayer times, and English, Chinese, 
and Vietnamese fellowships.

As of July 2009, Antioch Church supports 
397 missionaries in 86 different countries, 
including 11 in Korea, 158 in Asia, 20 in Eur-
Asia, 20 in Europe, 47 in the Middle East, 90 
in Africa, and 51 in America. About 60% of 
the church’s income goes to supporting these 
missionaries and every summer the church holds 
its annual Missions Day in which the whole 
church gathers to pray for the missionaries as 
flags from each country are walked down the 
sanctuary and cross stickers are placed on a large 
world map up front.

The church is divided into different age 
groups which are assigned to pray for specific 
countries on a regular basis. The evening service  
on Sundays also has a special prayer time for 
four different countries of the world. These 
countries rotate weekly so that within the course 
of a year, every country in the world has received 
prayer.•

Christianity - Wikipedia

Christianity in Korea has a relatively short 
history, but after a difficult beginning it 
has seen significant growth and success. 

Deeply-rooted traditional religions of Kore-
anshamanism, Buddhism and Confucianism 
held strong for many centuries and have been 
challenged by Christianity in a meaningful way 
only since 1784 when the first Catholic prayer-
house was established in Korea. Protestantism 
followed in 1884, but growth of both sects 
was slow until the middle of the 20th century. 

Prior to the Korean War of 1950–1953, two-
thirds of Korean Christians lived in the North, 
but most subsequently fled to the South. It is 
not known how many Christians remain in 
North Korea today, and there is some confu-
sion about the exact number in South Korea as 
well. It is known that by the end of the 1960s 
there were barely one million Protestants in 
South Korea, but during the “Conversion Boom” 
period ending in the 1980s, the number of 
Protestants increased faster than in any other 
country.  

According to the CIA’s World Factbook, 
Christians and Buddhists today each comprise 
26% of the population of South Korea, and 
other sources claim that about 49% of the 
population are Christians. The discrepancies 
arise because a large proportion of the popula-
tion does not maintain official membership in 
a specific religion, regardless of the group in 
which they are active.

In 2005, one source showed that about 18% 
of the population of South Korea professed to 
be Protestants and around 10% called them-
selves Roman Catholics, the third highest per-
centages in Asia (after the Philippines and East 
Timor). • 

     Korea | Population: 48,379,392 | Area: 38,622 sq.mi | Density: 1,274/sq.mi | Capital: Seoul | Population: 10,421,782 | Density: 44,597/sq.mi | Metro: 24,472,063 | Jeonju | Population: 645,312 | Density: 8101.5/sq.mi | Foreigners: >2,000 | Signature Food: Jeonju Bi-Bim_-Bap
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What mess could be more beautiful 
than a couple of imperfect people
learning to wait on a perfect God? A

Be autiful 
Mess 
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A
Be autiful 

Mess 
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Today marks the 555th day 
Sarah and I have been dating 
(yes, Koreans count that kind 

of thing), but our story hasn’t always 
been beautiful, in fact it began quite 
messily. But, through all of our ups 
and downs, God has been an ever-
present constant. And I for one know 
that we would never have made it 
even to Day One without His help. 
So, let me start with Day One.

Our first meeting in May 2007 was 
one I consiously ignored as I was busy 
flirting with another girl. Our first 
date was a fiasco as I tried to hold her 
hand through Die Hard 4 while she 
continually rejected my advances. I 
actually had no real interest in her at 
that time, I was just lonely.

Fast forward four months. The 
first trip we took together was to Jeju 
island and one I didn’t want to go on 
(because I didn’t want to go with her). 
Our first long talk on the island was 
filled with hints of “I’m waiting for 
God to provide my boyfriend, and 
you’re not him.” Our first serious talk 

I knew that Sarah was serious about 
God. So, I made it a point anytime we 
hung out to walk her home and pray 
with her.It’s a habit we began even 
before we started dating and one we’ve 
continued through today. In fact, we 
later discovered that we’d both prayed 
a considerable amount for each other 
before we’d even started dating. Over 
the past two years of prayer together, 
we’ve seen some interesting answers 
to our prayers, but often not in the 
ways or time frames we’d expected.

Call us patient, waiting has been 
the largest sum of what we’ve done. It 
was four months after meeting before 
I was ready to get to know Sarah, and 
three more months before I could 
date her. We’d both agreed not to 
date if it was just for fun – dating 
was to be a serious relationship lead-
ing into something more serious. My 
plan was to date her for six months 
and marry her within one year. God’s 

after returning ended with more than 
a hint of rejection. In January 2008, 
when she finally told me she was 
“ready” to be my girlfriend, I wanted 
to reject her for the three months of 
rejections I’d experienced after Jeju 
island. Our first kiss was sudden, 
unexpected, and uncomfortable.

Those were our firsts, but unfor-
tunately, our seconds were no better. 
There were numerous times I wasn’t 
sure we’d stay together. A dozen times 
she broke down in tears because of the 
enormous pressure from her family to 
break up with me. More than once 
she worried aloud that she’d never 
dated a Korean so she couldn’t be sure 
I was the right guy. Each time I was 
stubborn and insisted that she would 
have to leave me before I left her. And 
every time we made it though another 
round of “you’re a foreigner, you have 
no family here, no real job, no house 
or car of your own” I felt like we’d 
dodged a bullet. Yet through all that 
mess, God was with us. Only much 
prayer and waiting saw us through.

plan included waiting months to meet 
her friends, half a year to meet her 
siblings, and over 15 months to meet 
her parents. My plan was to kiss her 
quickly and incorporate physical 
touch into our relationship. God’s 
plan was to give me a girl who was 
stubbornly committed to purity and 
would insist we wait for everything, 
including the first kiss. Eventually, 
God’s plans became our plans.

All we’d worried about and all we’ve 
prayed for God has answered in his 
time. God has taught us patience we 
didn’t expect and developed character 
we didn’t have. We’ve learned that if 
God has a plan He will see it through, 
and if things don’t happen as fast as 
we want, it usually means He’s asking 
us to wait a little longer. If we try to 
force our hand and aren’t content to 
wait on Him, we usually just make a 
mess of things. But waiting on Him 
makes our ugly messes beautiful. After 
all, what mess could be more beauti-
ful than a couple of imperfect people 
learning to wait on a perfect God? •

A Beautiful Mess (July 14, 2009) - Aaron
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 Our Strongest Supporters and Closest Friends

Caleb

Caleb has been the 
worship leader at 
AICF for about 3 
years. He also works 
for Paul Mission at 
the church and is 
away on a mission 
trip for the summer. 
He has been a con-
stant source of hope 
and encouragement 
for Sarah and I and 
he encouraged us 
from the start to 
meet Sarah’s parents. 
He even offered to 
drive us out there 
and help plant in 
the fields just so I 
could meet them.•

Georgia

Georgia is Sarah’s 
oldest foreigner 
friend in Jeonju, 
and if there was no 
Georgia, there’d be 
no Sarah and Aaron. 
She brought Sarah 
on the trip we met 
at first, and included 
her in many of the 
activities that AICF 
has done together. 
Georgia also encour-
aged Sarah to make 
up her mind about 
me over Christmas 
2007. •

Brian & Judy

I’ve known Brian for 
nearly as long as I’ve 
known Joshua. He 
was also a member 
of AICF for a long 
time. He went away 
to Canada for 6 
months to learn 
English, but when 
he returned, he took 
a job as manager for 
Avalon. He worked 
there with Sarah 
and I for a year 
before getting mar-
ried and taking a 
new job. Judy is also 
Sarah’s university 
friend.• 

The Vorhees

Bill was the pastor 
of AICF for 3 years 
and he mentored 
me for one year 
after I was baptized 
in the church. He 
and his wife Sunny 
are wonderful serv-
ants for God and 
have encouraged 
us continually and 
taught us many 
things. They are the 
family we will visit 
in LA.•

Ho & Jinhee

Ho is the drummer 
at AICF and though 
their English is only 
a little better than 
my Korean, we have 
a strong connec-
tion with them. We 
really enjoy hanging 
out with them 
and consider them 
some of our closest 
friends. We wish we 
had more time to 
spend with them, 
but they both teach 
music often. They 
worship God best 
with their instru-
ments. Ho: drums, 
Jin-Hee: piano.•

Deacon Jung

Jae-Yong and his 
family have been 
Sarah’s mentors for 
years, almost since 
she became a Chris-
tian. They challenge 
and encourage her 
in her faith, and 
they pray for her 
(now us) a lot. 
We meet them on 
Saturdays for a Bible 
study and worship 
and fellowship time, 
and we see them 
and their kids every 
Sunday at church.•

Sungwon & 
Minsu

Sungwon and 
Minsu have been 
close friends of 
Sarah for a long 
time and have only 
recently become 
my good friends as 
well. Jae-Yong Jung 
(above) is Minsu’s 
brother-in-law, 
so we often see 
all three of these 
families together. 
Sung-Won is Sarah’s 
best friend and like 
a sister to her. They 
went to the same 
middle school and 
university.• 

Pastor Oh

Sungwon’s father 
(Oh Myoung-
Hyun) is the pastor 
who first talked to 
Sarah about God 
and led her close to 
Him. Sungwon has 
been Sarah’s best 
friend since middle 
school and their 
whole family has 
been very gracious 
and generous to 
us. They encourage 
us, pray for us and 
always are happy to 
meet us.•

Children

Enough cannot 
be said for the 
children that have 
blessed our relation-
ship. Kids absolutely 
love playing with 
me and that has 
helped us get closer 
to many families 
much sooner than 
we (I) might have 
otherwise. Children 
were particularly 
instrumental in 
helping me develop 
good relationships 
with Sarah’s brother 
and sisters as well 
as get to know her 
parents a little bit.•

Joshua Kim

Joshua is my oldest 
and best friend in 
Jeonju. I met him 
when I first went 
to AICF in 2006 
and we have many 
shared experiences. 
He’s my “older 
brother” in more 
than just name. 
We enjoy biking, 
hiking, exercis-
ing and all kinds 
of other activities 
together. He’s a 
great Christian  and 
role model for me.•
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Red Neon Crosses - Aaron

Ask any expat in Korea for a top 
ten list of the most interesting 

things they discovered shortly after 
arriving in the country, and you’re 
likely to get a variety of different - 
albeit similar - answers. Red neon 
crosses are probably not on many of 
those lists. However, there is no deny-
ing that they are as ubiquitous a sight 
at night as the Korean flag is during 
the day. But to most, they have no 
real meaning or significance.

Expat nights in Korea are generally 
filled with neon lights of a different kind 
- those in bars, pubs, and clubs. And 
even church goers would admit that 
the red neon crosses are a rather curious 
sight to behold. What other country 
in the world so openly advertises Jesus’ 
death with colors so “unbecoming” 
his character? Yet that is the particular 
beauty of Korean Christianity. The una-
bashed declaration of Christ in colors 
and an environment where he is so 
often neglected is a wonderful, curi-
ous thing. And although neon crosses 
may feel the most foreign of things to 
a Christian, after a while they begin to 
feel the most like home. But it wasn’t 
so long ago that my own nights were 
set to a much different neon backdrop.

After graduating from university, I set off for a 3-month holiday 
to Japan with my best friend. Since I’d always dreamed of going 
to Japan, it was a wonderful opportunity to see the culture I was 
most interested in “up close and personal.” In America, Japanese 
culture is nearly as ubiquitous as Chinese culture, as far as Asian 
cultures go. Everyone knows China brought us Chinese food and 
green tea, chopsticks, martial arts, beautiful silk clothes, china 
dishes, and the strange written symbols that have become all the 
rage in recent years. Japanese culture has brought us sleek and swift 
technology, modern and well-built cars, Nintendo, video games, 
Anime cartoons and comics, their own green tea and sushi. Being 
a computer guy myself, I loved everything “tech” about Japan and 
desperately wanted to go see a modern “tech” society like it, with 
all its new gadgets, gizmos, robots, and the neon lights of the city.

I’d experienced something of neon lights during my time in uni-
versity. I’d befriended many international students and had become a 
regular presence in many of the activities of my Asian friends. Most 
of them came from big cities in Asia and were quite familiar with the 
night life there, and they gradually introduced me to it too. We went 
dancing, went out drinking, sang karaoke, and occasionally brought 
those things back to an apartment. I felt a wonderful comeraderie 
with them as alcohol loosened our inhibitions and made us freer to 
sing loudly, dance wildly, and carry on conversations for hours. I’d 
never felt so relaxed, free, confident and comfortable and I could 
finally understand why people would desire a neon backdrop for 
weekend relaxation. Biologically speaking, dim lights dilate pupils 
and dilated (large) pupils generally make people look more attractive 
and are often used for flirting with the opposite sex.

In Japan, I was lucky for the majority of my time to stay with 
my Christian Japanese friend and his family in a small city. That 
kept me mostly out of trouble I’d have likely found if alone in a 

10 Wonderful Things in Korea:

➊
Safe Streets - The worst one might encounter is a drunken business man stumbling around.

➋
The best US culture still comes here, the worst is left out - Blockbuster movies, pop music, fashion, TV, and news all comes here.

➌
The low cost and high quality of Medicare - A new patient visit at the doctor plus medicine costs less than $10. 

➍
Koreans of all ages play together - At any time, in any season, all ages can all be seen hanging out together.

➎
A respect driven culture - There are respectful words and language for older people. 

➏
Korea’s competitive spirit - Koreans are a “never give up, never say die” kind of people.

➐
Cheap and Healthy Food - Their diet is rich in vegetables, garlic, and ginseng, which are all quite healthy.

➑
Koreans’ seasonal pleasures - Strawberries in spring, watermelon in summer, chestnuts in fall. 

➒
Climate - The four seasons Korea enjoys are all quite distinct and span equal portions of the year. 

➓
Red neon crosses - A declaration of Jesus and his death into a dark night.
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Red Neon Crosses - Aaron

big city. However, as my VISA neared expiration, my job hunt for 
English teaching grew more frantic. One night, after I’d hesitantly 
accepted a job with a school that was desperately searching for a 
teacher, I couldn’t sleep at all. I was alone in my friend’s house 
for that particular night and called my parents. After express-
ing my gut-wrenching feeling of making a wrong decision, we 
discussed the possibility of teaching in Korea (since it was clear 
I had no intention of returning to America). A Korean friend’s 
spontaneous phone call earlier in the week had opened my eyes to 
the possibility, but I still had no real thoughts of teaching there. 
However, while we were on the phone, we strangely discussed 
the church in Asia.

Japan has churches but they aren’t easy to find as Japan’s Christian 
population is around two percent and much of is filled with Shinto-
ism and nature worship, or no religion at all. Korea, on the other 
hand had a church body of nearly 30% of its population, or so I’d 
heard. I’d not spoken to God in nearly a year by that point: since 
I’d started enjoying the nightlife, church had become no more than 
a hobby. However, at that moment on the phone with my parents I 
could distinctly visualize two very different directions my life could 
take, one of which I had to choose. 

I knew Japan, was familiar with its culture, some language, its 
customs and cities by that point. I knew the neon nightlife, the fun 
it was, and the potential trouble I’d get into if left alone and sur-
rounded by temptations. Korea on the other hand was completely 
foreign, I didn’t even know the dates of the Korean War. Japan was 
a geek paradise, full of technology, games, and especially girls, with 
a row of neon lights to guide my path down a dimly lit street. Korea 
was completely foreign - another planet with absolutely nothing 
to offer me except a lamp unto my feet. Japan would have been an 
easy choice to make, but I chose differently. 

In the early morning hours, on the 
phone with my parents, I made a deci-
sion that I knew would change my life 
forever. Just because I hadn’t spoken 
to God in over a year didn’t mean I 
didn’t want to give Him a chance to 
speak to me. I knew that if I chose 
Korea, I’d be choosing a chance for 
God to speak to me in a way  that I 
would hear. But, if I stayed in Japan, 
I knew I’d actively pursue the neon 
nightlife, and His voice would have 
likely been stifled by the booming of 
bass in a club.

Korea has not been easy, not by a 
long shot, and it took one year more 
before my ears were tuned in to God’s 
still, small voice on Jeju island. But I 
know that if I’d stayed in Japan, my 
life would be vastly different and I’m 
grateful to have made the choice I did. 
I’ve not entirely given up on Japan yet 
either. But these days, my vision for 
Japan has less of neon nightlife and 
more of red neon crosses. 

Who knows what purpose God has 
for me in Asia? But for now, I know 
His plans lie in Korea. He led me here 
and called to me here, and every time 
I look up at night, I’m reminded of 
His faithfulness.•

“For I know the plans I have for you,” 
declares the LORD, “plans to prosper 
you and not to harm you, plans to 
give you hope and a future.”
~ Jeremiah 29:11

Although I’d forgotten for a while, I recall it now, a vision God 
gave me many years ago. I still remember quite vividly a trip I 

took over Spring Break. I car pooled with some friends to Boise, ID 
where I met another friend from InterVarsity for 
a few days. On Sunday, we went to church and 
though I was surrounded by dozens of Cauca-
sians, I couldn’t shake a mental image that kept 
popping up in my mind. Imagine, I thought, 
a room like this filled with heads of black hair, 
worshipping God as we do, but in a completely 
different language. I can still recall the striking 
clarity of that vision that remained framed in 
my mind as we drove down the long, straight 
stretches of Idaho highway after church.•

A Vision for Korea
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A Journey with Job on Jeju Island

I still remember the first time in my life I’d 
been nearly completely distraction-free. It 
was two years ago when I went with some 

friends to Jeju island in Korea and we stayed 
out on a very small, secluded island off its coast 
for a few days. Out on the beach one night in 
complete silence, under the stars and with the 
ocean waves gently lapping up on the shore, I 
cried out to God for the first time in nearly two 
years, and complained. The basic gist of it was, 
“I’ve been a Christian my whole life, sure I went 
my own way for a while, but I’m still a good 
person! I never stopped being a good person, 
so why did you bring me to Korea?” (and then 
the complaints came).

For two and a half hours I sat on the beach 
complaining, wrestling with God, telling Him 
that He did me wrong, yelling, shaking my fist, 
and biting my lips. And God remained silent. 
Finally, when my mouth and soul were empty, 
and my spirit was quiet before God, he spoke. 
But he didn’t speak in the way I expected.

He didn’t tell me I was wrong, and He was 
right. He didn’t tell me I should change my life. 
He didn’t offer any explanations. He simply 
directed my back to Himself with words not 
unlike those he spoke to Job in chapter 38.

1 Then the LORD answered Job out of the 
storm. He said: 

2 “Who is this that darkens my counsel 
with words without knowledge?

3 Brace yourself like a man;I will question 
you, and you shall answer me.

4 “Where were you when I laid the earth’s 
foundation? Tell me, if you understand.

5 Who marked off its dimensions? Surely 
you know! Who stretched a measuring line 
across it?

From Job 38 to nearly the end of the book, 
God presents questions like these to Job, over 
and over again, not because He wants answers, 
but to remind Job who is really in control of 
things. As I lay there in the sand, God asked 
me similar questions: “Look in the sky, who 
made those stars? Can you count them? Can 
you count the sands you sit on? Who made the 
dolphins you saw earlier today? Who knows 
their course? Who directs them to migrate, to 

swim, to spawn? Who created this island? Who 
created Korea? Surely you know! And there-
fore, you must know the plans I have for you 
here!” I was stunned and spoke as Job speaks 
in chapter 40:

1 The LORD said to Job:
2 “Will the one who contends with the 

Almighty correct him? Let him who accuses 
God answer him!”

3 Then Job answered the LORD :
4 “I am unworthy?how can I reply to you? 

I put my hand over my mouth.
5 I spoke once, but I have no answer - 

twice, but I will say no more.”
6 Then the LORD spoke to Job out of 

the storm:
7 “Brace yourself like a man; I will ques-

tion you, and you shall answer me.
8 “Would you discredit my justice? Would 

you condemn me to justify yourself?”

And there it was. I was condemning God to 
justify myself. I complained about the Universe 
to its Creator as if I knew all things. He wasn’t 
happy and He put me back in my place, and I 
was humbled. See Job 42:

1 Then Job replied to the LORD :
2 “I know that you can do all things; 

no plan of yours can be thwarted.
3 You asked, ‘Who is this that obscures my 

counsel without knowledge?’ Surely I spoke 
of things I did not understand, things too 
wonderful for me to know.

4 “You said, ‘Listen now, and I will speak; 
I will question you, and you shall answer me.’

5 My ears had heard of you but now my 
eyes have seen you.

6 Therefore I despise myself and repent in 
dust and ashes.”

There on the beach, I repented, asked God’s 
forgiveness for my presumption, gave Him my 
heart again, and prayed for the next 30 minutes 
for all my friends who’d come with me to the 
island: that God would reveal Himself to them 
as He had to me, and that He would bless them.

When I returned to Jeonju, I got baptized in 
our church and started discipleship and mentor-
ing with our Pastor.•
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Finding God & making Him King
a seed in the desert.

I was born in a non-Christian family and I’m 
the youngest in my family. I have one oldest 
brother and 4 sisters. They gave me lots of 

love and care when I was young. We weren’t 
rich but I could learn how to share things and 
help each other naturally in this large family.

I had to go high school in Jeonju which is 
one hour away from my hometown and I had 
to live with my brother and sister-in-law. I felt 
lonely and missed my parents a lot but I hoped 
to make them happy so I studied really hard.

I have been living alone since I graduated 
from my university in Jeonju.

There’s no God!
I was in the second grade of university when I 

met God. I went to one of my friend’s houses to 
hang out. I slept over at her house and the next 
morning, everybody went to church so I had no 
choice but to follow them. One of the assistant 
pastors introduced me to lots of information 
about the Bible and I started to be curious about 
religion, so I went to her church from that day 
on. However, that chuch turned out to be a cult. 
Since I didn’t have any idea about cults, I was 
so shocked that I decided not to go to church 
anymore. I told myself there’s no God.

Drawing to God...
My best friend Sung Won heard my story 

and she suggested I meet her dad. Her dad was 
a pastor whom I respect. They saved my life!

I’ve known Sung Won since middle school. 
Even though she really wanted to introduce me 
to God for a long time, she had been patient 
to not make me feel weird about God. I was so 
surprised after becoming a Christian that they 
had prayed a lot for me to become a Christian.

Pastor Oh Myung Hyun explained and 
taught me about gospel and I started to go his 
church to learn who God is.

At first, I couldn’t believe all of the Bible, 
especially the many miracles God did. But I 
had lots of curiosity to know the Bible and God.

One day, (around the time I was waiting 
for my baptism) I confessed my sins with loud 
crying because of the fact that Jesus had died on 
the cross for me and because of me. Amazingly 
as time went by, I noticed that I began believing 
all of the stories in the Bible. I still think that 
is a miracle!

My life and my point of view on everything 
has changed after I believed in God. I’m living 
in real peace these days. I’m so happy! I want 
to share this happiness with my family who I 
really love. That is my hope.•

Let me introduce my family on the next page! -->
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I really want to share the joy I 
have in Christ with my family, so 
please pray for them if you think 

about us. I was the first Christian in 
our family, so when I first believed 
they were against me and didn’t want 
me to go to church. But now, nobody 
says anything bad about it. My second 
and third sisters even go to church 
now and I gave my dad a Bible as a 
present last year. 

It is my goal to introduce them all 
to God and see them all saved. I really 
think God sent Aaron to help me as 
a missionary to my family. •

My Family!

Kuk MiYoung - 1st SisterKuk KwaeNam - BrotherMom and Dad

This is my first sister’s family. Her 
name is Kuk Mi-Young (40) and her 
husband’s name is Im Hee-Bum (40). 
They have two kids: a son named Im 
Jung-Gyu (13) and a daughter named 
Im Su-Jin (10). They own a bakery in 
Iksan city which is 40 minutes North of 
Jeonju. Their bakery is in a big Mart, so 
my brother-in-law needs to leave early 
everyday (even Sunday) at about 6am 
and comes home at 11:30pm. He works 
really hard for his family so that they 
can have a nice, big place to live, but 
his dream is to travel and visit famous 
restaurants. So, he’s being patient now 
and waiting for the kids to grow up a 
bit, and saving money to travel later 
with his wife. •

This is my brother’s family. My 
brother is Kuk Kwae-Nam (42) and 
his wife’s name is Shim Hyun-Ja (38). 
They have two kids: a daughter Kuk 
Ga-Bin (11) and a son Kuk Dong-Hwa 
(7). They own a Dak-Kal-Bi restaurant 
which is the best in Jeonju! Aaron even 
says so. Whenever we have a family 
get-together, we meet at his restaurant. 
As the oldest and only brother, he gives 
lots of advice to our whole family. He 
likes to go fishing. In Korea, he uses a 
net to catch many small fish. He cooked 
us fish soup last week when we went to 
his restaurant, and he really wants to 
take Aaron fishing. He also really likes 
movies, so he always rents DVDs and 
videos to watch in his free-time. •

This is my mom and dad. My dad’s 
name is Kuk Sung-Hwan (69). My 
mom’s name is Sung Yang-Gi (62). 
They got married when my mom was 
20 and my dad was 27. They had my 
brother and two oldest sisters first, and 
didn’t want to have any more children. 
But, when my mom saw the two girls 
could play together but my brother 
didn’t have anyone else, she wanted to 
try to have another boy. So, three more 
girls were born, but they didn’t give 
my mom any joy. But, now my mom 
and dad are so happy to have five girls. 
Even more than if they had five boys! 
My mom is a really great cook. She can 
cook everything. Aaron told me his 
mom is a really good cook too! •
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Getting to know Sarah’s family has been a mixed 
bag. It’s been both very difficult and also quite 
fun. Initially, it was all much harder than I’d ever 

imagined, but it eventually turned out to be less difficult 
than I’d feared (I’ve read other Korean relationship stories).

Sarah’s family, especially her mother, can be quite stub-
born. Yet, at the same time they are all incredibly generous 
and polite people. I’ll use a recent situation as an example. 

Just last Saturday (July 11), Sarah’s father came into 
town for dinner with his children at their brother’s res-
taurant, but his wife refused to come in to meet with me 
there too. After dinner, the whole family encouraged us 
to go with her father out to their countryside home to say 
hello to Sarah’s mom. When we arrived, she smiled, sat 
down with us, and gave us  drinks and a sugared tomatoes. 

Kuk YoungSook - 4th SisterKuk KyoungSun - 3rd SisterKuk SunSoon - 2nd Sister

This is my last sister’s family. Her 
name is Kuk Young-Sook (31) and 
her husband’s name is Yoo Dae-Sung 
(33). They have one daughter named 
Yoo Sol (3). My brother-in-law works 
in DaeJeon city (1.2 hours by car) as a 
public servant. My sister owned a cross-
stitch shop until recently, but she’ll 
keep working there until October when 
they’ll move to DaeJeon. I lived with 
her in high school until she got mar-
ried, so she took care of me a lot and 
we are really close. So, I’m very sad that 
they are moving to another city. Dae-
Sung has been to America for traveling. 
He loves playing soccer and he was 
really impressed that fields there are so 
large! Now, he wants to live there. •

My third sister’s name is Kuk 
Kyoung-Sun (34) and her husband’s 
name is Kim Kyoung-Hwan (34). They 
have two kids: a son, Kim Do-Hyun 
(10) and a daughter, Kim Da-Ye-Na 
(6). My sister and two kids come to 
our church and they love to hang out 
with Aaron. She has supported us from 
the beginning of our relationship and 
was the first sister that met Aaron. My 
brother-in-law used to be a pro tennis 
player in Jeonju, but now he’s working 
in an (electricity management plant) 
and he does private tennis lessons. 
At first, my brother-in-law was really 
against my sister going to church, but 
God has been changing him. He even 
offered to drive her last week! •

My second sister’s name is Kuk 
Sun-Soon (38), and her husband’s name 
is Jeon Sang-Jun (38). They have two 
kids: a son named Jeon Jin-Woo (8) and 
a daughter, Jeon Seo-Jin (2). They live 
in Seoul and my sister works in Incheon 
International Airport at a Duty-Free 
shop, and she has worked there since 
it opened (in 2001). She majored in 
Japanese in college. My brother-in-law 
works in a real-estate company. Since 
they live far away, we can’t see them 
very often. But they come to Jeonju 
to visit us during the big holidays in 
Korea, and our parents’ birthdays. My 
sister also likes to go abroad. She is 
thinking about going to China with my 
mom soon. I really want to go too! •

I told her we would be going to America 
and she wished us well saying, “Yes, have 
a good trip.” A few days later, she called 
Sarah to come for a home-cooked meal - 
provided she came without me.

I genuinely like Sarah’s mom and whole 
family and I don’t feel uncomfortable with them (even her 
mom). The fact that I can’t understand all of their Korean 
probably helps too. Sarah has been quite generous to me 
in only translating certain relevant parts of their conver-
sation, but I can see her own pain when they give her a 
hard time because of me. Fortunately their kids love me!

Overall, my experience with Sarah’s family has taught 
me the value of my own family, the love of a family, and 
the value of patience.• 
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“Ok God, Ok. Coveting is wrong, 
you’re right,” you say. “I’m not really 
doing it, I just have a longing deep 
down in my soul for _________.” 
You fill it in: car, money, house, social 
change, success, whatever. But really, 
if I look around and I’m envious of 
the blessings others enjoy, it is covet-
ous. My heart fills itself with greed 
and lust as I turn my eyes from God 
and to the things I desire - and that 
never works out well for anyone. 

Check out James’ strong words: 

1What causes fights and quar-
rels among you? Don’t they 

come from your desires that battle 
within you? 2You want some-
thing but don’t get it. You kill 
and covet, but you cannot have 
what you want. You quarrel and 
fight. You do not have, because 
you do not ask God. 3When you 
ask, you do not receive, because 
you ask with wrong motives, that 
you may spend what you get on 
your pleasures.

We serve a God whose cal-
endar moves by millennia, 

not minutes, and who thinks in 
terms of generations, not seasons.

Always keep this in mind: 
We will never understand God 
and his ways unless we remind 
ourselves that throughout history 
he has moved by millennia, not 
minutes.

Gary Thomas, Authentic Faith

Oh, how I wish I could remember 
this more often. Looking at life now, 
it rushes by in moments. If I blink, I’ll 
miss it. Life has sped up tremendously 
as advancements in technology and 
business have developed. People are 
always trying to get ahead, to be suc-
cessful, even to keep up. I read that we 
now live in a “Microwave Society” in 
which everything is instant.

The microwave is a wonderful inven-
tion. If I’m hungry, I pop in some 
food, set the timer for a few seconds, 
and have an instant, hot meal -with 
almost no work on my end-awesome! 
Now, think about life that way. We all 
see problems and have commitments, 
and we want instant solutions and 
answers in our lives. I want instant 
muscles, instant marriage (casual sex 
anyone?), instant divorce (“my feel-
ings are gone”), an instant car, house, 
job, instant recognition of my great-
ness, instant social change, and the list 
goes on. Every time I turn around, I 
see someone with something I want 
and I think, I want that now.

But God says:

“You shall not covet your neigh-
bor’s house. You shall not covet 

your neighbor’s wife, or his man-
servant or maidservant, his ox or 
donkey, or anything that belongs 
to your neighbor.”

~Exodus 20:17

4You adulterous people, don’t 
you know that friendship with 
the world is hatred toward God? 
Anyone who chooses to be a friend 
of the world becomes an enemy 
of God.

~James 4:1-4

Seek His Kingdom

“Ok God, Ok,” you say. “You’re right. 
I shouldn’t covet, and I should ask 
you for the things I need.” And then, 
because you’ve had such a change of 
heart, you also say, “And, I don’t want 
to ask you with the wrong motives 
for my own pleasures. God, help me 
to ask with the right motives and 
in your will. Amen.” Then, feeling 
confident that God has heard your 
honest prayer (and it was honest), you 
begin to ask for what you need - but 
not as you used to. You don’t ask for 
“instant” things now, or for luxury 
items. Rather, you truly seek God and 
His kingdom, and you ask. And you 
ask. And you ask. And you ask.

Hurry,Hurry! Wait...
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Hmm, you think. God should have 
answered by now. But he hasn’t, at 
least not in the tangible way you’d 
expected. And then impatience starts 
to set in. “God!” you cry, “Haven’t 
you heard me? Aren’t you listening? 
God, I’ve prayed this prayer, this holy, 
divine prayer for a year. A year! I’m 
truly trying to seek after you, Lord, 
but I’m not seeing any results. How 
can you expect a man to work with 
no results?”

But wait. Let’s stop right there.

Waiting Models

Did you realize that in Genesis 29, 
Jacob worked for his uncle Laban 
for seven years to marry his beloved 
Rachel? Seven years. And when he 
finished his contract, Laban gave him 
Leah, the wrong girl. So he stayed 
and worked for Laban for another 
seven years for Rachel. When I get 
impatient waiting for my marriage, 
I remind myself of the fourteen years 
Jacob worked in order marry his love.

In Genesis 12, God first promises 
Abraham that he will “make you into 
a great nation” when he is seventy-
five years old. Then, in Genesis 17, 
God again promises Abraham a son, 
telling him to name him Isaac, and a 
ninety-nine year old Abraham laughs 
out loud, “Will I really have a son 
when I’m 99, and my wife is 90?” But 
finally, in Genesis 21, Isaac is born to 
a delighted husband and wife after 25 
years of waiting for God’s first prom-
ise to them.

Remember Joseph waiting in slav-
ery in Egypt until he was reunited 
with his family; the Israelites waiting 
for rescue from Egypt; Moses waiting 
to see the Promised Land; Noah wait-
ing on the ark; David waiting to be 
king of Israel; Nehemiah waiting to 
rebuild Jerusalem; and countless other 
prophets and people waiting for God’s 
promises and purposes.

And I go through my day hoping 
my taxi driver will rush through a 
yellow light and I get upset when it 
turns red.  Gary Thomas writes:

“Impatience with God seems 
to be a growing problem for 

today’s Christian.Many Christians 
don’t fail; they just quit before they 
get ripe.

Our attitude as we wait is often 
the best indicator of what our true 
motivation is.You can tell if impa-
tience is ruling your spiritual life 
by how much anger you harbor.

Continually in the Bible we see stories 
of people called to wait: for years, 
decades, or generations. Looking back 
in the history of the world we can also 
see that much waiting has been done 
to get us to where we are today.  Abra-
ham Lincoln had 12 major political 
failures before being elected to the 
Presidency of the US. Edison tried 
more than 9000 different experiments 
before he created the first successful 
lightbulb.  Henry Ford’s first two 
automobile companies failed.  And 
the list goes on. It’s interesting to note 
that most human success is realized 
in the second half of their lives, not 
the first.

“I’ve met too many young Chris-
tians who mistakenly think that if 
they’re called, God will open every 
door,’” Thomas writes, “Being called 
is no guarantee of quick success.” But 
here we live in a “microwave society” 
where everything we want can be had 
at the touch of a button, or the pop 
of a pill. I want food, I call the pizza 
guy; I want happiness, I take Prozac. 

But what if we weren’t meant to get 
everything we wanted instantly? After 
all, who really appreciates an instant 
fix? Doesn’t that remove from us the 
ultimate joy of satisfaction when 
what we’re waiting for is finally real-
ized? Think about it, “if everything is 
(instantly) satisfying, then nothing is 
(truly) satisfying.”

Satisfaction ?

Take anything that humanity strug-
gles with: depression, marriage, kids, 
sex, being wanted, being needed, fit-
ting in, car, house, job, persistent 
belly fat, success, money and so on. 
Now take any one of those things 
and “fix” it instantly: depression=pills, 
marriage=live-in-boyfriend, sex=one-
night-stand, fitting in=drugs. Great! 
The problem is fixed, but my heart is 
only temporarily satisfied. Soon, I’ll 
need to go out and get another fix just 
to feel good again. Thomas writes:

“For not only does impatience 
hinder our growth in holiness, 

prayer, and vocation, but it also 
inhibits our ability to love others.

Waiting is the portal of hope, a 
very necessary element of spiritual-
ity whenever we face the troubles 
of this world.

Compare those earlier examples to 
another few. Think about a new 
mother who waits for nine months 
with a baby growing inside her, - >> 



I (Aaron) hope that you’ve 
found this magazine informa-
tive, fun, and encouraging. 
Thank you for reading.

If you have any questions 
or comments as to the contents 
herein, please feel free to email 
me at: jekkilekki@gmail.com

>> who then rejoices and would give her life for the child after birth. 
Think about the years those mothers (and fathers) wait and watch as 
their children grow up - as they wait to see what their children will 
become, and what children their children will have. Think about 
many countries around the world who waited years, even decades 
or centuries for freedom. Think about a wrongly accused inmate 
who waits with hope for the day he will be released. Even think 
about something far simpler - your last vacation - and think about 
how you waited, expectantly, hopefully for the time of your trip and 
the joy you experienced when your waiting at last came to an end.

Now which of those would bring greater joy and longer-lasting 
satisfaction?

And here I sit.
And here I sit. Waiting, hoping, yet struggling and frustrated. 

My dreams are huge and my goals innumerable. I have all kinds 
of plans and hopes for my life: instant fixes, quick releases, and 
mostly comfortable living. I often feel that everything is so urgent, 
it must be done yesterday. I don’t like waiting. I particularly don’t 
like waiting when it seems there’s so much I could/should be doing. 
I want results, tangible results that I can be satisfied with. But 
Thomas writes:

“God is not merely concerned with results, but also with char-
acter ? and few things produce character like learning to wait.

So, in my pursuit of God, perhaps I’d best learn to slow down, 
listen, and take time to wait. After all, there’s a wonderful promise 
for those who do:

“Yet those who wait for the LORD will gain new strength;
They will mount up with wings like eagles,

They will run and not get tired,
They will walk and not become weary.”
~Isaiah 40:31 (New American Standard Bible)

What do you think? •

We’ve Waited (Praise)

Meeting Sarah’s parents - 
Today (July 19) was our first “family 
lunch” at her country house.

Sarah’s House - Sarah’s house 
sold at market and she is the 
only tenant who will get nearly 
the full amount of money back.

American Vacation - We 
prayed for 10 days to visit my 
family, and God provided.

Sarah’s Family - Her 3rd and 
2nd sisters go to church and it 
is becoming easier for Sarah to 
talk about God with them all.

We Still Wait (Pray)

Marriage - We feel that God is 
drawing us together, but we’re 
unsure of His timing or plan.

Career - We both wonder where 
God will put us in the future. 

School - We’ve considered grad 
school in the US. Seminary, 
Design School, College on the 
west coast, but unsure of it all.

House - A common worry, 
where will we live?

Car - A car is a convenience. 
But it beats taxis and buses.


